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INTRODUCTION
History points to the autoharp as a diatonically tuned, chorded 

melody instrument since its invention in the 1880s.  When its role became 
that of accompaniment instrument in American elementary schools in 
the 1950s, its tuning expanded to chromatic while its chord-bar set grew 
from 3 to 15 to 21 (even 28!) chord bars.  Today, melody playing is once 
again the rage on both diatonic and chromatic autoharps, inspiring new 
harmonic challenges with larger arrays of chords.

I have been probing to understand how to play melodies with 
ear-pleasing harmonies on the autoharp since 1990, upon meeting the 
first of many melody notes whose underlying chord defied my ear’s 
harmonic expectations.  The autoharp begs us to look beyond I, IV, V, 
and V7 so that every song and tune we play holds our listeners’ rapt 
attention from start to finish.  This is a tricky combination to pull off 
well!  Too often, the chords chosen fulfill the melody while ignoring 
its harmonic foundation.  The listener feels the tune’s energy “sink” 
without knowing why.  Chord choice is the culprit.

This book explains how to create brilliant harmonic buoyancy 
through informed chord choices, using seven simple chords plus a 
handful of “color” chords on both diatonic and chromatic autoharps. 
The journey begins with chords aplenty in Chapter 1, presented in 
four formats over ten keys.  The chord lists include common chords 
familiar to the autoharpist plus less-used chords that suggest where the 
autoharp’s future appears to be going at the time of this writing.

While the chord lists are easy ways to “connect the dots” on the 
music staff, they still need useful context; hence, the 21 tunes in Chapter 
2.  After this are chapters providing an overview of how to determine 
a tune’s key, how suspended, diminished-seventh, augmented chords, 
and so on fit in, and my take on the craft of chording tunes (including 
“fake” chords, which enlarge the autoharp’s harmonic scope in creative 
ways) to ensure that every tune lilts and sings.  As Chapters 3, 4 and 
5 are reference chapters to go to as you have need, all you have to do 
now is take some time to thumb through them to see what’s there, 
rather than read them from start to finish.  The Appendix fills in some 
gaps to complete the harmonic picture a little more.  Finally, for aural 
assistance, a set of MIDI files is downloadable from my web site, www.
thedulcimerlady.com.

My intention with this book is to expand the autoharpist’s current 
thinking about harmony, so that those of us who play this seemingly 
simple but extraordinarily challenging musical instrument can feed 
yearning ears and souls all over the planet with beautiful music.

  Just ’harpin’ on,

  

  Lucille Reilly
  Denver, Colorado
  September 19, 2013
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T his chapter is brimming with chords to help you play tunes on 
the autoharp with brilliant harmonic buoyancy.  Listed here 

are many chords in the ten most likely keys you will meet in tune books, 
at jam sessions, and on recordings.  It’s not everything (chords are a 
huge subject), but what’s here is probably more than enough.

The chords for each key are displayed in four formats, as explained 
on pages 3-5.  Not every chord listed in any one key appears on all 
autoharps, nor do I imply that they should.  Most of the time “The 
Basic Seven Chords”—that is, I, ii, iii, IV, V, vi and V7—are enough.  
Should a tune point to a chord that is not on your autoharp, check out 
Fake Chords, page 121, which discusses how the plain major and minor 
chords already on your autoharp may serve as suitable alternatives.  Do 
everything you can to exhaust all options before resorting to the effort 
and expense of cutting a new chord bar.

If you play a chromatic autoharp, bear in mind that some chords 
sound fuller than others: for example, the Ab major chord usually lacks 
an Ab bass string, making it sound “treble-y.”  If a tune frequently sounds 
a less-used chord and transposing the tune to a rounder-sounding key is 
not an option (because you are playing with an ensemble, for example), 
you can either re-work the string tuning and felts (a big job that even I 
don’t relish undertaking) or see if the tune can be played on a stronger 
sounding diatonic autoharp.

ChorducopiaChorducopia
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V C
V7 C7
iii Am

none none
I7 Fmaj7

iii7 Am7
V6 C6

viiø7 Eø7
ii6 Gm6

iiisus4 Asus4
visus2 Dsus2
(vii°) (Edim)

IV Bb
ii Gm

V7 C7
Isus4 Fsus4

IVsus2 Bbsus2
IV7 Bbmaj7
ii7 Gm7

IV6 Bb6
viiø7 Eø7

ii6 Gm6

I F
V C

V7 C7
iii Am

Vsus4 Csus4
Isus2 Fsus2
Isus4 Fsus4

IVsus2 Bbsus2
I7 Fmaj7

iii7 Am7
V6 C6
vi7 Dm7
I6 F6

iisus4 Gsus4
Vsus2 Csus2

IV Bb
vi Dm
ii Gm

V/V† G†

V7/V* G7*
iisus4 Gsus4
Vsus2 Csus2

IV7 Bbmaj7
ii7 Gm7

IV6 Bb6
vi7 Dm7
I6 F6

viiø7 Eø7
ii6 Gm6

iiisus4 Asus4
visus2 Dsus2
visus4 Dsus4
iisus2 Gsus2

I F
vi Dm
iii Am

none none
I7 Fmaj7

IV7 Bbmaj7
iii7 Am7
V6 C6
vi7 Dm7
I6 F6

iiisus4 Asus4
visus2 Dsus2
visus4 Dsus4
iisus2 Gsus2

I F
IV Bb
vi Dm

V7/V* G7*
Vsus4 Csus4
Isus2 Fsus2
Isus4 Fsus4

IVsus2 Bbsus2
I7 Fmaj7

IV7 Bbmaj7
ii7 Gm7

IV6 Bb6
vi7 Dm7
I6 F6

V C
V7 C7

ii Gm
V/V† G†

V7/V* G7*
Vsus4 Csus4
Isus2 Fsus2
iisus4 Gsus4
Vsus2 Csus2

ii7 Gm7
IV6 Bb6
iii7 Am7
V6 C6

viiø7 Eø7
ii6 Gm6

visus4 Dsus4
iisus2 Gsus2

scale step:

        This melody note:

is in these chords:

F MAJOR
(& D minors,  

C Mixolydian,
G Dorian)

* V7/V becomes partial when a diatonic lock bar  
is engaged (root-__-5th-7th), or non-existent on  
any autoharp, depending on the key and the 
total number of chord bars.  See Extras, page 21,  
and The Partial V7 Chord, page 94.

† V/V becomes a two-tone interval when a diatonic lock bar is engaged 
(root-__-5th), or non-existent on any autoharp, depending on the key 
and the total number of chord bars.  See Diatonic note, page 76.

 

F
m
a
j
o
r

KC3

b

This page and the next three are charted in nine more keys.
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F MAJOR’s chords in tune range

* The diminished chord (or triad, page 141) can be found as 3rd-5th-7th of V7.  It is little used 
in classical music and is shown here just for the record.  Do not confuse the diminished 
chord with the diminished-seventh chord (at “§” above and below, and page 102).

† The lowered 7th of I7b (Eb) is outside of F major.  See The I7b Chord, page 94.
‡ The raised 3rd of V/V and V7/V (B) is outside of F major.  V7p/V lacks B, giving V7/V 

presence on the autoharp when needed.  See The Partial V7 Chord, page 94.
§ A diminished seventh chord, whose 7th, Db, is outside of F major.  See page 102.
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Scales and modes sharing the C MAJOR pitch set

A natural minor

A harmonic minor

G Mixolydian
(for C Mixolydian, 
see page 18)

Parallel keys:
C natural minor: page 10. C Mixolydian: page 18.   
C harmonic minor: page 10.  C Dorian: page 14.

* G# is outside of C major’s pitch set.  See how this tone alters 
the harmonic minor triad series on KC2.

*

C major

D Dorian
(for A Dorian, 
see page 26)
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Triad series* for C MAJOR, its relative keys and modes

Parallel keys:
C natural minor: page 11. C Mixolydian: page 19.   
C harmonic minor: page 11.  C Dorian: page 15.

A harmonic minor

‡

* For four-tone seventh chords, including V7 and v7, see KC4 for this key and page 92.
† CBF=Chord by Feel chords; see page 78. ‡ Augmented triad; see page 105.

D Dorian
(for A Dorian, 
see page 27)

G Mixolydian
(for C Mixolydian, 
see page 19)

A natural minor

C major

 

C
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a
j
o
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KC2

n
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Chorded Songs and Tunes

&

All Those Endearing Young Charms
Key: G major, page 72.  This lovely, sentimental waltz takes advantage of the iii chord 
to extend the sound of V; see iii, a.k.a. “The Fake V Chord,” page 121.

pick-up into m. 1: See page 123.
mm. 4, 12, 20, 28 (CC): V-IV are neighbor chords, see Sound Tests, page 134.
mm. 8, 24, beat 3: Slide the button finger from iii to V, and pinch iii with a closed 
string hand so that the thumb strikes a high bass tone to complement V.
pick-up to m. 17 (CC): Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to pinch the 
first pick-up note, D, without also sounding V7’s 7th (C), for a clean sound.
m. 26: In G major, I7b=G7, if you wish to play it; see page 94.

8
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A SIMPLE WAY TO FIND A TUNE’S KEY
I struggled with key signatures in grade school when I was first 

learning about music and its written language.  That’s when our 
classroom music teacher told us a simple, helpful thing:

When you want to know what a song’s key is, look at the last note.

The last note is indeed a good start, although I’ve since found that 
the letter name of the last chord, the letter name of the first chord, the 
key signature, recurring pitches in the tune, even how the score looks, 
can also help.  Because letter chords point to a tune’s key more readily 
than Roman numeral chords, you will see both throughout this chapter.

MAJOR KEYS

Tune example: “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.”

The final note is F, the final chord is F major (the I chord), and the  
key signature is F major.  “Swing Low” is in F major (see page 18).

About “clean” and “not clean” scores: “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot” is 
one of many tunes whose score (music notation on the staves) is clean; 
that is, no accidentals (sharps, flats or natural signs: #, b, n) appear in front 
of any melody notes.  Elsewhere in this chapter, and in Chapter 2, you 
will also see scores that are not clean, showing at least one accidental 
that impacts either the tune’s key or a chord choice or both.

Let’s find the key to another song:

Tune example: “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star.”

This time, the final note is G, the final chord is G major (the I chord) 
and the key signature is G major.  “Twinkle” is in G major (page 26).

While the letter names of the final note and final chord match in 
many major-key tunes, there are always exceptions, as in this next tune:

…
F: final note

8
The  

letter names 
MATCH!

final chord

key signature: F major
The score is clean.

G: final note

8
final chord

The  
letter names 

MATCH!

key signature: G major
The score is clean.

…
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SEVENTH CHORDS
Stack a 7th atop any triad’s root-3rd-5th, 

and you’ve got a seventh chord.
At right is a series of seventh chords atop 

the tones of the C major scale, using just the 
scale’s tones to create the chords.  All of the 
following types are possible on diatonic and 
chromatic autoharps:

Major triad + minor 7th:  V7, also known as a dominant seventh (and 
major-minor) chord.  All seventh chords on traditional diatonic 
and chromatic autoharps are dominant seventh chords.

Major triad + major 7th:  I7 and IV7.  Some custom autoharps include 
these major-major seventh chords.

Minor triad + minor 7th:  ii7, iii7 and vi7, with ii7 at the forefront of 
minor-minor seventh chords installed on diatonic autoharps.

Diminished triad + minor 7th:  viiø7, or the half-diminished seventh 
chord, has interesting possibilities; see Relentless Color, page 95.

Keyboard illustrations of the above chords appear on page 142.

Other seventh chords that can be set up on the autoharp are:
Minor triad + major 7th:  The minor-major seventh chord comes from 

steps 1-3-5-7 of the harmonic minor scale (KC1 in Chapter 1).
Diminished triad + diminished 7th:  A diminished-seventh chord (see 

page 102).

What Makes a Seventh Chord a Color Chord?
Dissonance and usage render seventh chords colorful.
The root-position seventh chords at the top of this page don’t look 

dissonant.  But now look at G7’s chord tones within the autoharp’s pitch 
range at right.  The 7th and root sit next to each other in three places 
(circled), creating dissonance and the seventh chord’s color.

Occasional Color
V7, its partial cousin V7p, and I7b, all dominant seventh 

chords, are the likely candidates providing occasional color.

The V7 Chord
V7 has been present on the autoharp since its humble 

beginning.  See its placement at right.
You may not think of V7 as a color chord, because many 

folk-song books use it exclusively.  However, when V7 is 
played all the time, it loses its color.  V7 also cannot show its 
color when it is a hidden chord (see the tutorial on page 48).

M, maj=major
m=minor

dim=diminished
ø=half diminished

8 7th
5th
3rd
root

C major

index middle ring

IV

bass strings

treble strings

VI

ii iiivi

V7

When playing the autoharp upright against 
the chest, swing your button elbow away 
from your torso to pivot the button hand 

and ease the downward reach to V7.

8
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Now sing and strum phrase 2 of “Amazing Grace” at the top of page 
93 to compare it with V7’s “blooming” sound.  Talk about color!

Chording tunes with Vsus4: When back-up chording or playing 
melody, Vsus4-V fits wherever there are at least 2 counts of V.

Tune example: “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.”  Play the melody, using 
the chords shown.

This is the “church sound” of 18th-century music, especially hymn 
tunes harmonized by Johann Sebastian Bach (to whom I bend the knee).

The underlined V over the second staff has 2 counts, yet I’ve left it 
alone.  Vsus4 doesn’t make the same kind of sense here that it does at 
the end of the staff, where “D.C.” tells us the song continues.

. ..8
F major

index middle ring

bass strings

treble strings

V7

VIIV

ii iiivi

Vsus4Isus4

8
G major

FOR DIATONIC AUTOHARPS ONLY: SUS4 CHORDS
Where major and minor triads are root-3rd-5th, a suspended-

fourth (sus4) chord is root-4th-5th.  Compare D major (D-F#-A) to 
Dsus4 (D-G-A) at right.  Sus4 chords show visible clash on the 
music staff, telling us they are color chords, too.  

Sus4 chords appear on 1- and 2-key diatonic autoharps.  The 
chord-button illustration at right shows where the most common 
sus4 chords, Vsus4 and Isus4, live in the first-named key on my 
2-key autoharps.  They do well in my “treble-strings” button row 
with the seventh chords because I play them infrequently.

Chromatic and 3-key diatonic autoharps don’t usually include 
suspended chords due to chord-bar space limitations.  However, 
IV can substitute for sus4; see “Si Bheag, Si Mhor,” page 64.

The Vsus4 Chord
Of all the sus4 chords an autoharp can have, Vsus4 is the best known.  

Unlike V7, Vsus4 works in combination with V by preceding it: Vsus4-V.

Tune example: Phrase 2 of “Amazing Grace.”  Sing and strum the chords:

FOR DIATONIC AUTOHARPS ONLY: SUSPENDED-FOURTH CHORDS

2 counts

2 counts

8
G major V7 is a hidden chord! 

See page 48.
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THE MAGIC OF SAME-INTERVAL CHORDS
Major and minor triads are short-stack combinations of major and 

minor 3rds, shown at right and on page 141.
Some chords stack only major 3rds or minor 3rds, expanding the 

autoharp’s harmonic possibilities.

For chromatic autoharps only: dim7 chords
If you play diatonic autoharp, either include 

chromatic in your multi-stringed passion or take 
a look at the sus4 consolation prize on page 128.

When all tones of a root-position seventh 
chord are stacked at minor 3rds apart (m3), it’s 
a diminished-seventh chord (dim7 or °7).

The magic of the dim7 chord is this (using 
keyboards to make them easy to see): 

j Let’s start with Cdim7 at right.  All 
tones are a m3 apart, as shown by the 
grey brackets above the keyboard.

k Now leap-frog Cdim7’s root (R) up 
one octave, over 3-5-7.  R lands a m3 
above 7 (brackets and intervals above 
the keyboard shift), making 3 the root 
of another dim7 chord, D#dim7.

For Chromatic Autoharps Only: Diminished-Seventh Chords

l Leap-frog 3 over 5-7-R.  3 lands a m3 
above R, making 5 the root of yet 
another dim7 chord, F#dim7.

m Leap-frog 5 over 7-R-3.  5 lands a m3 
above 3, making 7 the root of still 
another dim7 chord, Adim7.  (When 7 
leap-frogs, R returns to root position, 
and the cycle begins anew.)

Cdim7, D#dim7, F#dim7 and Adim7 all use the same four piano keys. 
The autoharp needs just one chord bar to sound all four dim7 chords!

m3
M3

M3
m3

dim7

R 7

53

diminished triad

(C)

=Cdim7

m3 m3 m3

8

R R7

53

D#dim7

m3 m3 m3

8

F#dim7

m3 m3 m3

RR 7

53 38

RR 7

53 3 5

Adim7

m3 m3 m3

8
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Well-chosen filler chords support each back-up chord through its 
entire territory.  Notice that the bold I-chord territory above includes I 
chords in normal type, too.  These I chords are filler chords, not back-
up chords, because a back-up chord I would never land in these places.

Filler chords often amplify the total number of chords it takes to 
play a harmonized tune, by a little or a lot.  In “The White Cockade” on 
page 49, the number of chord-and-release chords for diatonic autoharp 
almost doubles over the back-up chords.  When chording continuously 
on diatonic or chromatic autoharp, the chords swell more than fivefold!

When adding filler chords, always remember:
The back-up chords stay put!

Don’t let the score fool you in these and similar ways:
• “Mismatched” letter chord: A broken Am chord in the melody may 

fare better with the C back-up chord shown.  Don’t change C to Am.
• Placement: Don’t remove a D major chord, or move it forward or 

back, because it is placed over a G melody note that’s not in the 
chord.  Clash of melody note and back-up chord is natural and 
happens all the time, as explained in Appoggiaturas, page 129.

Every Autoharpist’s Back-Up-Chord Challenge
Our biggest challenge is finding the least number of back-up chords 

that fit a tune’s harmonic structure.  Because we depress many chords 
to play a tune—especially note-y ones like fiddle tunes—it’s easy to 
add unnecessary chords.  For example, should an upbeat chord among 
your back-up chords “hiccup” in a tune, test it by singing the tune and 
strumming the back-up chords without the hiccuping chord.  If the tune 
sounds fine without it, then the chord wasn’t a back-up chord.

BACK-UP CHORDS + FILLER CHORDS
Once the back-up chords are in place, we add filler chords to sound 

every melody note in the tune as written (no pitch substitutions!).  It 
takes back-up and filler chords to play a harmonized tune.

Chord-and-release note: Before you look for filler chords, circle the 
upbeat notes to be sounded by releasing the chord bar ( , ).  Most 
released upbeats step away (up or down) from the downbeats before 
them, while a few skip away, as seen in this chapter and in Chapter 2.

Here is phrase 1 of “The White Cockade,” showing filler chords 
(normal type inside grey brackets) between the back-up chords.

BACK-UP CHORDS + FILLER CHORDS = HARMONIZED TUNE

Ears process chords 
more precisely  

than eyes ever will!

App chord (page 130)

continues on 
page 49

filler chords
Back-up chord
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The Craft of Chording Tunes

FAKE CHORDS
It’s easy to think that major and minor chords are what they are and 

nothing more.  Yet tunes played on the autoharp sometimes invite major 
chords to masquerade as minor chords, and minor chords to masquerade 
as major chords, to satisfy back-up-chord territories.  When this happens, 
these otherwise “plain” chords become what I call fake chords.

iii, a.k.a. “The Fake V Chord”
The iii chord is the least used Basic Seven Chord (even in classical 

music); however, its usefulness as a fake chord on the autoharp is 
unparalleled.

To find iii, set your button fingers atop any major-key Home Position.  
Now move your ring finger from V within its diagonal column to iii in 
the minor-chord row.

I call iii “the fake V chord” because it shares two tones with V (grey 
brackets above).  To a lesser extent, iii is also “the fake I chord” because 
it also shares two tones with the I chord.

Tune example: mm. 1-9 of “All Those Endearing Young Charms,” page 
51.  Pick the melody and sound its harmony, using the chords shown for 
your chording method.

G major

8

index middle ring

bass strings

treble strings

V7

VIIV

ii iiivi

When playing the autoharp upright against 
the chest, move your button elbow towards 

your side to pivot the button hand and 
ease the upward reach to iii.

G major

fake I   fake V

What makes me squirm: The I chord in m. 8 (circled) sounds early.
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General Index
Letter names of scale and mode keys, and chords and triad series, appear first under letters A-G.  

See the Roman Numeral Chord Index (RNCI) to locate a specific chord by numeral.

A Aeolian mode, 89
A Dorian mode, 26

compared to G major scale, 86
triad series of, 27
tunes in, 63, 68

A harmonic minor scale, 22
triad series of, 23
tunes in, 60

A major, 34-37
scale, 34, 36, 144
triad series of, 35

A Mixolydian mode, 30
triad series of, 31
tunes in, 62

A natural minor scale, 22
compared to A Dorian mode, 87
triad series of, 23
tunes in, 58

Ab Dorian mode/triad series, 46
Ab harmonic minor scale/triad series, 46
Ab major, 6-9

chord, sound on autoharp, 1
scale, 6, 8, 144
triad series of, 7

Ab Mixolydian mode/triad series, 46
Ab natural minor scale, about, 46
A# major scale (letter names only), 144
Abbreviations and symbols, 139
Accidentals, 72

courtesy, 80, 81
and V/V chord, 74-76
in tunes, 49n, 59, 60, 61, 62, 66n
(See also Score)

__add2 chord, 97, 98
Aeolian mode, 89
All Those Endearing Young Charms, 51

fake-chord tutorial for, 121-123
Alley Cat, 108
Alternate chords, 139

in tunes (see Chapter 2)
Amazing Grace, 52

with V7, 93
with Vsus4, 100

App chord, 130, 139
in tunes, 49, 54, 56, 62, 63, 65

Appoggiatura, 129-130
in The White Cockade, 49, 112n

Ash Grove, The, 74-75
Augmented chord/triad (aug, +), 105-108

CBF names of, 107, 108
in harmonic minor triad series, KC2
as hidden chord, 48, 108
intervals within, 105, 141
and inversions, 123
on piano, 105, 141
placement of, on autoharp, 107
preparing chord bars for, 107

on 3-key diatonic autoharp, 107
on tones of chromatic scale, 107
in tunes, 59n, 66n
written forms of, 143

Augmented 2nd (+2) interval:
in harmonic minor scale, 81, 141
in tunes, 60, 80

Augmented-seventh chord (_7+5):
fake, 128, 129
transformed into partial seventh 

chord, 94, 109
Autoharp:

blank chord buttons for, 138
building sound of, 135
history of, 1, 93n
“jazz-style,” 95-96
pre-set chords on, 111

B Dorian mode, 34
triad series of, 35

B harmonic minor scale, 30
triad series of, 31

B major, 42-45
scale, 42, 44, 144
triad series of, 43

B Mixolydian mode, 38
triad series of, 39

B natural minor scale, 30
triad series of, 31

Bb Dorian mode, 6
triad series of, 7

Bb harmonic minor scale/triad series, 46
Bb major, 14-17

scale, 14, 16, 144
triad series of, 15

Bb Mixolydian mode, 10
triad series of, 11

Bb natural minor scale/triad series, 46
Bach, Johann Sebastian, 100
Back-Up Chord Placement Chart, 115
Back-up chords (b-u), 112-117

broken, 117, 133
ear’s function when finding, 113
early (see Early back-up chord)
and filler chords, 116
goofing to find, 114
how to find by ear, 114, 135
keeping a beat while playing, 114
last-resort, 115, 123, 128
late, 129
nature of, 112-113
placement of, by ear, 114, 115
“plain vanilla,” 114, 135
published, about, 113
strumming patterns for, 113
symbol for, 139
territories of, 112

in tunes, 112
(See also Chapter 2)

Ballydesmond Polka #3, The, 68
Barbara Allen, 76
“basement” harmony, 135
Basic Seven Chords, 1, 71

(See also chord-button illustrations 
in Chapter 3 for Dorian mode, 
Harmonic minor scale, Major 
scale, Mixolydian mode, 
Natural minor scale)

Beauty-pageant chords, 108
“Bending” notes, 89
Billy Boy, 93, 130
Black Nag, The, 57

with CBF chords, 78
how to find key of, 77

Blessed Assurance, 76
“Blooming” V7 (see V7, “blooming”)
Breaker chords, 133

in tunes, 49, 63, 64, 65
Broken chords, 117-118

in tunes, 48, 49, 51, 52, 54, 57, 61, 62, 
63, 65, 68

Brush, 139
chord change on, 56, 66

Bumper chord, 139
in tune examples, 118, 123, 125, 128
in tunes (see all italicized chords in 

Chapter 2)
Button arm/elbow/hand tips, 3, 54n, 92, 

121, 136
Buttons, chord (see Chord buttons)

C Dorian mode/triad series, 14, 140
triad series of, 15

C harmonic minor scale, 10, 141
triad series of, 11

C Ionian mode (on piano), 89
C major, 22-25

scale, 22, 24, 140, 144
compared to G Mixolydian  

mode, 83
triad series of, 23

C Mixolydian mode, 18, 140
triad series of, 19

C natural minor scale, 10
triad series of, 11

C# Dorian mode/triads, 42
triad series of, 43

C# harmonic minor scale, 38
triad series of, 39

C# major scale (letter names only), 144
C# natural minor scale, 38

triad series of, 39
Camptown Races, 129-130
“Cbass” (chord suffix), 109
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CBF (Chord By Feel) chords, 4, 78
for augmented chords, 107, 108
in chord-button illustrations, 77, 83, 

84, 87
for diminished-seventh chords, 104
as fake chords, 126
in tune examples, 78, 84, 87
in tunes, 57, 58 61, 63, 68 (top of page)
(See also Dorian mode, Mixolydian 

mode, Natural minor scale)
Cheating, melodic, 62
Chord-and-release (C&R, C&R), 47 

multiple-note, 49, 54
symbol for, 139
in syncopation, 56
(See also Chapter 2)

Chord bar:
depressing two at once, 96
depressed without pinching, 56n, 66n
pentatonic, 98-99
release of, symbol for, 139
(See also Chord-and-release)

Chord buttons:
blank, 138
placement of, 70, 71
in reversed diagonal columns, 95, 96
(See also Augmented chord, 

Diminished-seventh chord, 
and all button illustrations in 
Chapter 3)

Chord By Feel chords (see CBF chords) 
Chord lists, KC2, KC3, KC4
Chord names, about, 3
Chord Search Chart, 115
Chord territories, 112

and notes of the same pitch, 132
in tune examples, 116, 118, 119, 122, 

124, 127, 129, 133
Chording by feel, 3
Christ Child’s Lullaby, 85
Chromatic scale,

and augmented chords, 107
and diminished-seventh chords, 103

Cindy, 56
including I7b, 94-95

Circle of fifths, 2
and autoharp chord buttons, 70, 107
and modal key signatures, 85, 88

Clash:
from appoggiatura, 129
of melody note and back-up chord, 

116
in seventh chords, 92, 93
in suspended chords, 100

Color chords, 91-109
characteristics of, 92
in fake books and praise music, 109
occasional, 92-95
relentless, 95-96
removing color from, 109
about using, 108

Continuous chording (CC, CC), 47, 139

Courtesy accidentals, 80, 81
Crooked Stovepipe, 65
Cuckoo’s Nest, 85
Cue note, 50, 115, 132
D Dorian mode, 22, 140

triad series of, 23
D harmonic minor scale, 18, 141

triad series of, 19
D major, 30-33

scale, 30, 32, 140, 144
triad series of, 31
tunes in, 54, 55, 61 (A section only), 

64, 65
D Mixolydian mode, 26, 140

triad series of, 27
tunes in, 61 (B section only)

D natural minor scale, 18, 140
compared to F major scale, 77
triad series of, 19
tunes in, 57

with leading tone, 59
Db major scale (letter names only), 144
D# major scale (letter names only), 144
D.C. (Da Capo: dah KAH-poh), 139

in tunes, 59
Damping strings rhythmically, 60
Darktown Strutters’ Ball, 105
Deck the Hall, 53

harmonic variation in, 52
Diatonic autoharp notes, 74, 76, 78, 80, 

84-85, 88, 95, 97, 107
Diatonic chord-button arrangements, 70
Diminished chord/triad (dim, _°), KC2n, 

KC3, KC4
on piano, 141
re-tooling, in published music, 109

Diminished-minor seventh chord (see 
Half-diminished seventh chord)

Diminished-seventh chord (_dim7, 
_°7), KC4, 92

about, 102-105
CBF names for, 103-104
intervals within, 102, 142
inversions of, 142
placement of, on chromatic 

autoharp, 95, 104
preparing chord bars for, 104
series on chromatic scale, 103
in tunes, 49, 59n, 66

Dixie, 76
Dominant-seventh chord, 92-95

as color chord, 92-93
defined, 92
hidden, 48

in tunes (see Hidden chord)
on piano, 142
written forms of, 143
(In RNCI, see also I7b, V7, V7/V, V7/IV)

Dorian mode, KC1
another way to notate tunes in, 88
C, on piano, 140
CBF chords for, 87

D, on piano, 140
filler chords in, 120
harmonized using i-IV-VII,  87
triad series of, KC2
tunes in, 63

Dotted rhythm, 63
Double sharp ( ), 42, 103, 106-107, 144, 145
Downbeat chord (db), 139

in tunes, 61
Downbeats and upbeats in tunes, 119
Drill, Ye Tarriers, 78

E Dorian mode, 30
triad series of, 31

E harmonic minor scale, 26
triad series of, 27

E major, 38-41
chord-button arrangement, 7-0
scale, 38, 40, 144
triad series of, 39

E Mixolydian mode, 34
triad series of, 35

E natural minor scale/triads, 26
triad series of, 27

Eb Dorian mode/triad series, 46
Eb harmonic minor scale/triad series, 46
Eb major, 10-13

scale, 10, 12, 144
triad series of, 11

Eb Mixolydian mode, 6
triad series of, 7

Eb natural minor scale/triad series, 46
Early back-up chord (ec), 139

in tune examples, 117-118, 121-122, 
124-125, 126

in tunes, 49, 50, 54, 57, 62, 63, 64
Ears, to find back-up chords, 114, 135
Elbow movement (see Button arm/

elbow/hand tips)
Electronic tuner, 104, 107, 144
Eleventh chord, 97

fake, 128
Energy chords (nrg), 139

in tunes, 53, 55, 58, 65
tutorial, 55

Enharmonic tones, 145
in augmented chords, 106, 107
in diminished-seventh chords, 103
in major scales (letter names only), 144

Erie Canal, The, 80
Eyes, and finding back-up chords, 116, 

117, 135

F Dorian mode, 10
triad series of, 11

F harmonic minor scale, 6
triad series of, 7

F major, 18-21
scale, 18, 20, 144

compared to D natural minor 
scale, 77

(continues on next page)
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F major (continued)
triad series of, 19
tunes in, 48, 50, 52, 53, 56, 66

F Mixolydian mode, 14, 15
F natural minor scale, 6

triad series of, 7
F# Dorian mode, 38

triad series of, 39
F# harmonic minor scale, 34

triad series of, 35
F# major scale (letter names only), 144
F# Mixolydian mode, 42

triad series of, 43
F# natural minor scale, 34

triad series of, 35
Fairy Dance, 55

chord notes to, 54
neighbor chords in, 134

Fake chord, 121-130
origin of, 123-124
pencilling chord tones to find, 122, 

125, 127, 128, 130
with 3rd missing, 128
triad series of, 126
Vsus4 and Isus4 as, 128-129
(See also App chord; in RNCI, see also iii)

FC chord button arrangement (diatonic 
autoharp), 70

Fermata (fehr-MAH-tah: U), 139
in tunes, 55, 59, 68

Filler chords, 114, 116-133 
and back-up chords, 116
symbol for, 139
(See also Breaker chord, Bumper 

chord, Fake chord, Movement 
chord, Pick-up chord and all 
tunes in Chapter 2)

Final chord/note of tune, 72-88
Fingering, 56n, 57, 59n, 63n, 65, 68
Fingers, respacing, 134-135
First inversion:

as fake chord, 122, 123-124
of triads, 123
in tunes, 49, 51, 54

Flat (b):
in scores, 76
keys, 6-21

spelled with enharmonic tones, 144
(See also Mixolydian mode):

Folk tunes, about transcriptions of, 113
Forest Green:

with movement chords, 132
with pick-up chord, 131

Foster, Stephen, 129
“Fraction” chord, 74, 143
Fum, Fum, Fum, 80

G Dorian mode, 18
triad series of, 19

G harmonic minor scale, 14
triad series of, 15

G major, 26-29

scale, 26, 28, 144
compared to A Dorian mode, 86

triad series of, 27
tunes in, 49, 51, 67, 68 (bottom of page)

G Mixolydian mode, 22
compared to C major scale, 83
triad series of, 23

G natural minor scale, 14
triad series of, 15

Gb harmonic minor scale, about, 46
Gb major scale (letter names only), 144
Gb natural minor scale, about, 46
G# Dorian mode/triad series, 46
G# harmonic minor scale, 42

triad series of, 43
G# major scale (letter names only), 144
G# natural minor scale, 42

triad series of, 43
GDA chord-button arrangement 

(diatonic autoharp), 70
G7+5 chord, 109
Go Down, Moses, 80
Going to Boston, 61
Greensleeves, 89
Gypsy scale, 89

Half-diminished seventh chord (½dim7, 
_ø7), 92

on “jazz-style” autoharp, 95
on piano, 142
in tunes, 66n

Half steps in scales and modes, 140-141
Hand (see Button arm/elbow/hand tips, 

String arm/elbow/hand tips)
Harmonic minor scale, KC1, 80-82

harmonized using i-iv-V, 81
on piano, 141
triad series of, KC2
tunes composed with, 60

Harmonic variation, 52
in tune, 68 (bottom of page)
balancing with melody, 136

Hava Nagila, 82
Hidden chord (hid), 48, 97, 139

in tunes, 48, 51, 53, 54, 55, 59, 61, 65
(See also Dominant-seventh chord, 

Fake chord; in RNCI, see V7)
Hip pouch, to raise autoharp, 71
Home on the Range, 66

with augmented chord, 108
with diminished-seventh chord,  

66, 108
Home Position:

Dorian mode, 86-87
harmonic minor key, 81
major key, 71, 74
Mixolydian mode, 83-84
natural minor key, 77-78

with leading tone, 79
and I7b, 94
and Isus4 and Vsus4, 100
and V/V and V7/V, 75

and V7/IV, 67
and V7p/V, 94

Horror-movie chords, 104
Hush, Little Baby, 130
Hymns, 93n, 100

I, ii, iii, IV and related forms (see RNCI)
I Saw the Light, 105
India, 80
Interval, 3

chart of, 141
Inversion:

as real (vs. fake) chord, 125-126
of seventh chord, 142
of triad, 123
(See also First inversion, Second 

inversion, Third inversion)
Ionian mode, 89

Jam-session notes, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 
85, 88

Japanese music, 98n
“Jazz-style” autoharp, 95
Jewish music, 60, 80, 82, 89
Joshua Fit the Battle of Jericho, 59

how to find key of, 79
pick-ups in, 131
played on a 3-key diatonic autoharp, 

59n, 80
playing syncopated upbeats in, 59

Joy to the World, 90
June Apple, 85

Key, 72-88
harmonic minor, 80-82
major, 72-76
modal, 82
natural minor, 77-78

with leading tone, 79-80
parallel, 4, KC1, KC2
relative minor, 4, KC1, KC2, 77
simple way to find, 72
(See also Aeolian mode, Dorian 

mode, Ionian mode, Mixolydian 
mode and individual keys by 
letter name in Chapter 1)

Key Chart (KC) pages, about, 4-5
and CBF chords, 78
how to use, with tunes:

KC1, 78, 80, 81, 85, 88, 98
KC2, 78, 80, 81, 85, 88, 134
KC3, 118, 119, 120, 125
KC4, 117, 118, 119, 122, 124, 125, 

127, 128, 130
Key signature:

altered, in modal tunes, 85, 88
to find a tune’s key, 72-73, 74, 76, 77, 

79, 80, 82, 86
with flats, 6-21
without flats or sharps, 22-25
with sharps, 26-45
(See also Chapter 2)
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Leading tone, 79, 93n
in harmonic minor tunes, 60
in natural minor tunes, 59

“Leap-frogging” tones, 123
of augmented triad, 105
of diminished-seventh chord, 102
of seventh chord, 142
of suspended-fourth chord, 101, 128
(See also Inversions)

Letter chords, 3
written forms of, 143

Letter spelling of scales, KC1, 144
Little Liza Jane, 130
Lock bars (diatonic autoharps only):

and Dorian-mode tunes, 88
and major tunes, 74
and Mixolydian-mode tunes, 84-85
for natural minor tunes, 57, 78
and pentatonic autoharp, 99
used as chord bars (1L, 2L, 3L), 53, 61, 

66, 76, 80, 85
written forms of, 143

Locrian mode, 89
Lydian mode, 89
Lyrics, and chord placement, 114

Major chord/triad:
converting to sixth chord, 96
in Dorian-mode tunes, 63
intervals within, 102, 141
inversions of, 123
in minor-key tunes, 57, 58, 59
written forms of, 143
(See also upper-case numerals on any 

KC2, KC3 and KC4) 
Major-major seventh chord, 92, 142, 143
Major-minor seventh chord (see 

Dominant seventh chord)
Major scale, KC1, 72-74

half steps within, 140
harmonized using I-IV-V,  74
how to find key of tunes composed 

with, 72-73
how to spell, with natural and 

sharped letter names, 144
triads of, KC2
tunes composed with, 48, 49, 50, 51, 

52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 61 (A section 
only), 64, 65, 66, 67, 68 (bottom)

Major-sixth chord, KC3, KC4, 95, 96
Measure (m.; plural: mm.), 139
Melodic cheating, 62
Melody, basic elements of, 117
Memorizing tunes, 135
Middle-Eastern music, 82
MIDI files, download information, ii

symbol for, 139
Minor chord/triad:

in Dorian-mode tunes, 63
intervals within, 102, 141
on “jazz-style” autoharp, 96
as letter chord, 3

in major-key tunes, 50n, 120, 125
on piano, 141
written forms of, 143
(See also lower-case numerals on 

KC2, KC3, KC4)
Minor-major seventh chord, 92, 142, 143
Minor-minor seventh chord, 92, 142, 143
Minor scale (see Harmonic minor scale, 

Natural minor scale, Leading tone)
Minor-sixth chord, KC3, KC4, 95
Mixolydian mode, KC1, 82-85

another way to notate tunes in, 85
CBF chords for, 84
filler chords in, 120
gypsy, 89
harmonized using I-IV-bVII,  83
triads of, KC2
tunes composed with, 61 (B section 

only), 62, 120
Mode, KC1, KC2, 82

(See also Aeolian mode, Dorian mode, 
Ionian mode, Mixolydian mode)

Movement chord (mvt), 132
in tunes, 50, 51, 64, 65, 66, 67
(See also Pick-up chord)

My Love Is but a Lassie Yet, 65
breaker chords in, 133

Natural minor scale, KC1, KC2, 140
about, 77-78
CBF chords for, 77, 78
half steps within, 140
harmonized with i-iv-v,  77
in Home Position, 77

with leading tone, 79
with leading tone, 79-80

tunes composed with, 59
on piano, 140
triad series of, KC2
tunes composed with, 57, 58

Natural sign (n):
in scores, 74, 75, 80, 82-84
in tunes, 53, 60, 61, 62
(See also Dorian mode, Mixolydian 

mode, Leading tone)
Neighbor chord, 134

as “stop” chord, 60
in tunes (see all tunes in Chapter 2)

1960s and 1970s, music of, 85
Ninth chord, 97

fake, 128
removing color in, 109
written forms of, 143

Noel Nouvelet, 88

O Come, All Ye Faithful, 76
O’Carolan, Turlough, 64
“Off” chords, 108, 134, 135
Old Joe Clark, finding key of, 82, 84, 85
Old MacDonald, 67

pick-up chord in, 131

Omitting tones to clarify complex 
chords, 94n, 97n

“Open noting,” 47
Orthey, Dr. George, 94
Parallel harmony, 49n, 64n, 118, 134 

(See also KC2)
Parson’s Farewell, 58

pick-up chords in, 131
real major chords in, 125

Partial chord, KC3, KC4
for pentatonic tunes, 99
suspended chords as, 101
(In RNCI, see also IM9p, Ip, iip, iiip, 

IVM9p, IVp, Vp, V7p, V7/V) 
Pentatonic scale, 98-99

as autoharp tuning, 99
on chord bar, 98
tunes composed with, 50, 52, 56, 67
written forms of, 143

Petronella, 54
back-up chord tutorial, 117-118
with hidden V7 chord, 48
with release-and-chord (r&c), 134

Phrase mark (,), 139
Phrases, identifying, 135
Phrygian mode, 89
Pick-up, 131

one-note, 50, 52, 56, 57, 58 (before  
m. 8), 63, 66, 68

three-note (same pitch), 56 (before 
m. 9)

two-note:
on different pitches, 49, 51, 54, 62, 

64, 65, 68 (before m. 9)
on same pitch, 59 (before m. 9), 67 

(before m. 9)
Pick-up chord (pu), 131

in tunes (see Chapter 2)
Pinch (p):

of bumper/early chords, 51n, 52n
-pluck (p k), 47, 59
-pluck-pinch (jigs: p k p), 57, 63
respaced fingers in, 101, 109, 134-135
size of, 136

Pitch range of tunes, 5
“Plain-vanilla” harmony, 114, 135
Pluck (k), 47, 139
Precision, chord, 135
Pretty Little Dog, 78
Primary chords, 115

of Dorian mode, 86
of harmonic minor key, 81
of major key, 74
of Mixolydian mode, 83
of natural minor key, 77

with leading tone, 79
Pulse of tune, and effect on feel of, 55
“Pumping felt,” 47

Q+, 107, 108

R+, 107, 108
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Red-Haired Boy, 62
Red Wing, 76
Release-and-chord (r&c), 134, 139

in tunes, 54
“Rhythm chords,” 112n
Riddle Song, The, 50

how to find key of, 73
Rock music, chords used in, 85
Roman numeral chords, 3 

and chording by feel, 71
to transpose a tune’s key, 90
(See also RNCI)

Root (of triad/chord), 3
in fake chord, 123-124
in inversions, 123, 142

Rotation of string forearm, 136

S+, 107, 108
Same-interval chords, 102-108
Scale:

letter names of major, KC1, 144
passages in tunes, 118-120
relative minor vs. major, KC1, 77
(See also Harmonic minor scale, 

Major scale, Modes, Natural 
minor scale, Leading tone) 

Scarborough Fair, 88
Score:

about, 72, 75
tune examples:

clean, 72, 73, 75, 77, 78, 85, 88, 90
not clean, 74, 79, 80, 82, 84, 86, 87, 89

(See also all tunes in Chapter 2)
Second inversion, 123

as fake chord, 126
in tunes, 52

Secondary chords, 115
of Dorian mode, 86
of harmonic minor key, 81
of major key, 74
of Mixolydian mode, 83
of natural minor key, 77
of natural minor key with leading 

tone, 79
Seventh chord, KC3, KC4, 92-96

hidden, 48
inversions of, 142
on “jazz-style” autoharp, 95
partial, 94, 109, 143
reasons for more on autoharp, 96
removing color from, 109
series on major scale, 92
vs. sixth chord, 5, KC3, 95
types of, 92
written forms of, 143
(See also Diminished-seventh chord, 

Dominant seventh chord, Half-
diminished seventh chord, 
Major-major seventh chord, 
Minor-major seventh chord, 
Minor-minor seventh chord; in 
RNCI, see also I7b, V7, V7/IV) 

Sharp (#):
keys, 26-45
in scores, 79, 80, 86-87
in tunes and examples, 49, 59, 60, 63, 66
(See also Dorian mode)

She Moved Through the Fair, 85
Shoo Fly, 130
Si Bheag, Si Mhor, 64

and chord precision, 135
chording scale passage in, 118-120
fake-chord tutorials for, 124-125, 

126-129
with Isus4, 64, 128
with Vsus4, 127
real and fake chords in, 125-126

sim./simile (SEE-mee-ley), 139
Singing to find back-up chords, 112-114
Sixth chord, KC3, KC4

removing color from, 109
as seventh chord, 5, KC3, 95
written forms of, 143

Skip to My Lou, 48
with color chords, 96

Song books, 112-113, 146-147
Sound tests, 133-134
Star-Spangled Banner, The, 76
“Stop” chords, 60, 139

in tunes, 60
String arm/elbow/hand tips, 59, 136
Strum patterns, 59, 113

arm direction symbols, 139
and picking melody notes, 59

Suspended-fourth chord (sus4), KC3, 
KC4

about, 100-101
in fake-book and praise-music, 143
as fake chord, 126-129
on piano, 141
in tunes, 50, 51, 62, 64, 65, 66n, 67n
two names for, 101
written forms for, 143
(In RNCI, see also Isus4, Vsus4)

Suspended-second chord (sus2), KC3, 
KC4

about, 101
on piano, 141
written forms for, 143
(In RNCI, see also Isus2, Vsus2)

Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, 72
Symbols in the music, 139
Syncopation, 59

T+, 107, 108
Take Me Out to the Ball Game, 76, 105
Tenpenny Bit, 63

how to find key of, 86
Territories (see Chord territories)
Thirds in major and minor triads, 102
Thirteenth chord, 97
This Old Man, 130
Thumb stroke symbols, 139
Thumb use (button hand), 71, 136

Tips on chord use, 135-136
typed like this, 113, 116, 117, 118, 

123, 128, 129
Torah Ora, 60

how to find key of, 80
Transposing a tune, 90
Triad, 3, 4, KC2

formation of, on scale tones, 3
intervals of, 102, 141
on piano, 141
series, origin of, 3

Tune books, 147, 148
how to use, 112-113, 146

Tunes:
chord territories in (see Chord 

territories)
harmonic “skeleton” of, 112
phrases within, 135
“story” quality of, 111
two harmonizations of, 68
(See also phrase marks—,—in 

Chapter 2)
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star:

how to find key of, 72
with partial major chords, 101
with suspended chords, 100-101

“Ultratonic” autoharp, 98n
Upbeats:

vs. downbeats, 119
how to play in tunes, 59
released, about, 54, 61, 116

“Upside-down” chords, 135

V, V/V, V7, vi, vii° and related forms 
(see RNCI)

Variation:
harmonic, 52, 135
melodic, 132

We Three Kings of Orient Are, 78
When Johnny Comes Marching Home, 78
When the Saints Go Marching In, 130
White Cockade, The, 49

with back-up chords only, 112
“bending” note in, 89
chord territories of, 112
with diminished-seventh chord, 49, 105
filler chords in, 116
how to find key of, 73
pick-up chords in, 131

Wondrous Love, 88
“Wrong” chord, 136

X°7, 103, 104

Y°7, 59n, 103, 104
in tunes, 49

Yellow Bird, 105

Z°7, 103, 104, 108
in tunes, 66
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Roman Numeral Chord Index
Upper-case chords and their forms are listed first, followed by lower-case chords and their forms.  

I,  3, KC2, KC3, KC4
and appoggiatura, 129
as early back-up chord, 117, 122,  

124, 125, 126, 127
as filler chord, 116
as final chord in tunes, 72-74, 76,  

82, 84 (see also Chapter 2)
in Home Position, 74, 76, 83, 94
long, with breaker chord, 133
in pentatonic tuning, 99
as pick-up chord, 68, 131
in sound test, 133-134
triad in scale passage, 119

I6,  KC3, KC4, 96
I7,  KC3, KC4, 92
I7b,  94-95

in tunes, 51, 56, 67n
I9no3,  127
I9 and I9p,  97, 128

compared to pentatonic scale tones, 98
I9no7,  97
I11,  97

as fake chord, 128
I13,  97
Ip,  101
Isus2,  KC3, KC4, 101, 128
Isus4,  KC3, KC4, 101

as bumper chord, 128
as color chord, 52n, 64
as fake chord in tunes, 62, 64
as final chord, 101
in Home Position, 100

i,  KC2, 77-80, 86-87
as fake chord, 128
as final chord, 77
in Home Position, 77, 81, 86
in tunes, 59, 60

i9 (fake),  128
i11 (fake),  128

ii,  3, KC2, KC3, KC4, 120, 125
as bumper chord, 125, 126
as CBF chord in tunes, 57, 58, 63, 68
as “fake IV,” 123
as filler chord, 116
in Home Position, 120
in major-key tunes, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54, 

55, 56, 61, 64, 65, 66, 68
to smooth harmonic sound, 134
triad in scale passage, 119

ii°,  KC2
ii6,  KC3, KC4
ii7,  KC3, KC4, 92

as fake chord, 128
iip,  99
iisus2,  KC3, KC4
iisus4,  KC3, KC4
ii11 (fake),  128

III,  KC2
in Home Position, 77, 87
to “stop” iv in harmonic minor 

tunes, 60
III+,  KC2
III7,  115
iii,  3, KC2, KC3, KC4, 121-123

in app chord, 130
as bumper chord, 119
in CBF chords in tunes, 57, 68
as “fake I” chord, 121
as “fake V” chord, 123
in Home Position, 71, 121
as pick-up chord, 123
in tunes, 48, 49, 51, 52, 55, 57, 62, 65, 

66, 68
tutorial, 117-118
when to use, 123

iii°,  KC2
iii7,  KC3, KC4, 92
iii9no3,  66n
iiip,  99
iiisus2, about,  101
iiisus4,  KC3, KC4

IV,  3, KC2, KC3, KC4, 71
as breaker chord, 133
as bumper chord, 64, 65, 125
as CBF chord in tunes, 58, 61, 84
compared to ii, 120
as filler chord, 116
in Home Position, 71, 74, 76, 83, 84
as pick-up chord in tunes, 49, 54, 56, 

64, 65
in scale passages tutorial, 118, 120
in sound tests, 133, 134

IV6,  KC3, KC4, 125
IV7,  KC3, KC4, 92
IV9 (fake),  128
IVp,  99, 101
IVsus2,  KC3, KC4, 128
IVsus4, about,  101
iv,  KC2

as fake chord, 128
in minor Home Positions, 77, 79, 81, 87
as pick-up chord in tune, 59

iv9 (fake),  128

V,  3, KC2, KC3, KC4, 74
as CBF chord in tunes, 57, 61, 62, 63, 

68 (top of page)
as early back-up chord, 124
as filler chord, 116
as final chord, 50, 73
in Home Position, 71, 74, 76, 77, 79, 

81, 83, 87
as late back-up chord, 129
as pick-up chord, 131

in tunes, 50, 52, 66, 67 (before m. 9)
vs. v as back-up chord, 78
(See also V7)

V/V,  KC3, KC4, 74-76
in Home Position, 76
partial, about, 76
relatives of, 143
in tunes, 52, 53
written forms of, 143

V6,  KC3, KC4, 122
convert to fake chord, 122, 130
in tunes, 52n, 96

V7 (under its own heading below)
V11 (fake),  128
Vp,  99, 128
Vsus2,  KC3, KC4
Vsus4,  KC3, KC4, 100-101

as color chord in tunes, 50, 51, 52n, 
66n, 67n

as fake chord, 126-129
in tunes, 64, 65

vs. Isus2,  101, 127
as partial major chord + bass tone, 109
written forms of, 143

v,  KC2
as fake chord, 128
in Home Position, 77, 87

v/ii,  143
v/v,  115
v11 (fake),  128

V7,  3, KC3, KC4, 92-94
as back-up chord in minor tunes, 59, 

60, 79, 81
“blooming,” 93

in tunes, 50-56, 56, 66, 67
breaking a perpetual habit of, 93
hidden, 48

in tunes, 48, 51, 53, 54, 59, 61, 65, 100
in hymns, 93n, 100
partial (see V7p)
to scratch a chord-change “itch,” 66n, 93
as substitute for V, 59n
(See also V7p, V7p/V)

V7/IV,  67, 143
in Home Position, 67n

V7+5 (fake),  128
V7+5/V (fake),  128
V7/V,  KC3, KC4, 94

as color chord, 53
partial, 94
as substitute for V/V, 76
in tunes, 61, 66
written forms of, 143

V7/vi,  143
V7p,  76, 80, 94

as fake augmented-seventh chord, 109
(See also V7)
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Also by Lucille Reilly:
For autoharp:
Books: The Pumping Felt Monograph Series.  CDs: All in a Garden Green; 
Thus Sings My Soul.

For hammered dulcimer:
Books: The Hammered Dulcimer A-Chording to Lucille Reilly; Striking Out 
and Winning!  CDs: At Last!; Contra-Intuitive; Thus Sings My Soul.

Concerts: Anywhere, any time, scheduled by themselves or alongside a 
workshop or class.  Nourish your soul with memorable, resonant music 
performed on diatonic autoharp and hammered dulcimer.

Workshops: For beginning through advanced autoharpists and hammered 
dulcimer players.  Choose a topic from the expansive online list or suggest 
your own.  Chords Aplenty readers will enjoy “Team Chording,” a lively, 
interactive, tune-chording workshop for 3-6 students.

Five-day classes: An opportunity to explore any of the workshop topics 
more deeply, presented with sound reasoning, good tunes, discussion 
and fellowship, plus indubitable touches of humor.

Private lessons: Weekly (recommended) for local students.  Intermittently 
or regularly anywhere in the world via webcam.  For out-of-town 
instrumentalists who have a specific area of study in mind, meet with 
Lucille in person for five days of “B&B” instruction any time of the year.

For more information, visit www.thedulcimerlady.com.
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V7p/V, KC4n, 76, 94, 143
(See also V7/V)

v/v,  115
v7p/v,  115, 129

VI,  KC2
in Home Position, 77, 79, 81
to “stop” with V7 in harmonic minor 

tunes, 60
vi,  3, KC2, KC3, KC4, 71

as CBF chords in tunes, 57, 58, 63, 68
compared to IV and I, 120
in Home Position, 71, 120

in major-key tunes, 48, 49, 50, 53, 54, 
55, 64, 65, 66

in pentatonic chords, 99
in sound test, 134

#vi°,  KC2
vi7,  92
visus2,  KC3, KC4
visus4,  KC3, KC4

VII,  KC2
in Home Position, 77, 87
in tunes, 87

bVII,  KC2, 82-84, 115
explanation of “b” in chord name, 83n

in tunes, 61, 62, 84
vii°,  KC2, KC3, KC4

(In General Index, see also 
Diminished chord/triad)

vii°7,  KC4
(In General Index, see also 

Diminished-seventh chord)
viiø7,  KC4

(In General Index, see also Half-
diminished seventh chord)

viisus2, about,  101
viisus4, about,  101




